2021 TA AWARDS
AWARD YEAR: SPRING 2020 THRU FALL 2020

CATEGORIES

GSI
Graduate Student Instructor of the Year
Current graduate student who worked as instructor of record at least one term during award year.

GTA
Graduate Teaching Assistant of the Year
Current graduate student who worked as teaching assistant at least one term during award year.

UTA
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant of the Year
Current undergraduate student who worked as teaching assistant at least one term during award year.

OTA
NEW! Online TA Award
Current student who worked as an online teaching assistant in a fully-online course at least one term during award year.

HEAD OTA
NEW! Online Head TA Award
Current student who worked as a head online teaching assistant in a fully-online course at least one term during award year.

IMPORTANT DATES

- Schools select one person to submit for each relevant category | Internal Processes
- Outstanding TA Submission Period | January 11 to February 5
- CTL TA Award Application Period | February 8 to February 26
- CTL Internal Review Period | March 8 to March 19
- Application Review Period | March 19 to April 2
- TA and Future Faculty Awards Ceremony | Wednesday, April 21, 2021 (Tentative)

TA AWARDS TEAM

Dr. Tammy M. McCoy
TA Development and Future Faculty Specialist
tammy.mccoy@gatech.edu

Dr. Vincent Spezzo
Teaching and Learning Online Program Manager
vincent.spezzo@gatech.edu

Terri Dunbar
Graduate Teaching Fellow
terri.dunbar@gatech.edu

Fully-online course means any course where at least 95% of class time is online.

SAVE THE DATES!